Toyota 4runner performance mods

Owning a Toyota 4Runner is a real delight. This SUV lines up with the most reliable off-road
vehicle of the brand, along with the Tacoma and the Tundra. Its exteriors are even more
dazzling. The Toyota 4Runner can give you the experience of a lifetime, especially if you are a
die-hard SUV fan. The possibilities are just too exciting! The OEM parts of this SUV are amazing
enough to bring you anywhere you want, but what if we tell you that you can take it up a notch?
But how? By installing aftermarket mods! Ladies and gentlemen, there are a lot of modification
ideas for a Toyota 4Runner, but what are truly the best ones to fit into your vehicle? The list of
the best aftermarket modification below can help you out. These five are the best mods for a
4Runner that you must prioritize. Check them out! Just like any other vehicle, the Toyota
4Runner makes use of a cold-air intake system to make its performance better. By using a
cold-air intake system, you allow fresh, cold, and oxygen-rich air to enter your engine. By doing
so, it promotes more efficient fuel combustion which translates to a plethora of juicy benefits
for your SUV. The benefits mentioned include better mileage, better throttle response, increased
horsepower, and torque output, minimal drone, and that sweet sound under the hood. If you
breathe in, then obviously you must breathe out. Just like humans, automotives do the same
thing too. To complement the job of the intake system, we have the exhaust systems. If the
intake systems draw in air, then the exhaust system draws out air. Aftermarket exhausts are far
better than the stock exhaust systems though. Why is that? Why is an aftermarket exhaust
system considered one of the best mods for 4runner? That is because of the raw and
unadulterated power that it can give your SUV. Not mentioning that sick deep sound that
everyone would love! First, you get optimized exhaust gas flows. When the exhaust gas is
shoved out of the engine in the most efficient way, you can make the vehicle perform better.
Second, the additional power output. All SUVs are notorious for a single, persisting problem.
Just like trucks and jeeps, SUVs like the Toyota 4Runner suffers from the rake, a
slight-to-obvious downward shift in the front of the vehicle. It may not be a big of a problem, but
those with gifted with attention to details will see it as one. Fortunately, though, you can fix this
problem by leveling or lifting the SUV. Either of the two would do the trick but they have a
significant difference. You can find a lot of aftermarket leveling and lift kits out there in the
market. The roof rack is probably the most underrated modification for a Toyota 4Runner. Do
you have trouble fitting all the items and cargoes that you have when going outdoors? If so,
then you need to get a roof rack. With a roof rack in your arsenal, you can put all your worries
away on the roof of your 4Runner. All of the items and equipment too large to fit inside the SUV
can be placed atop the vehicle. By doing so you allow the interiors to be more spacious and
comfortable. Okay, so now you can drive your spacious 4Runner with larger wheels and better
intake and exhaust systems. But what if you get to the point where you have to go somewhere
outdoors at night? Do you think your headlights can illuminate the path ahead effectively? Why
would you even take the chance? Use an LED light bar! An LED light bar is brighter than the
standard halogen lights simply because of its longevity and effectiveness. Toyota 4Runner
mods like this one are usually used in off-road activities like off-road night racing. Floor mats
are a great way to deal with this dirt problem. Instead of the dirt depositing themselves on the
floor, the floor mats will collect them first. The Toyota 4Runner is sturdy enough, but what if you
accidentally collided with another car? Install a grill bar or a bull bar to minimize the potential
damage that your SUV may experience. Grill bars and bull bars are awesome, both for its
functionality and its style. It makes the 4Runner look more aggressive. Not only do they save
your radiator and condenser if sudden collision occurs, but they also make your SUV appear
more alpha and assertive. There are many reasons why you should get some seat covers for
your 4Runner. Do you frequently go to dirty areas? Do you use your 4Runner to and from the
gym? Are your seats damaged by slashes and cuts? Cover them up with some seat covers!
Some seat covers offer high-end protection, while some offer luxurious style. The Toyota
4Runner can go tremendously fast if you want it to. Of course, you can use the brakes to stop,
but the brake pads can wear out the more you use it. Replacing them would be the best idea
instead of replacing the brake system itself. There are different types of brake pads that you can
buy. Get a ceramic brake pad if you want a stable performing pad, Kevlar if you need a
long-lasting brake pad, and semi-metallic if you want more friction and structure. These types of
brake pads can be confusing to understand, so make sure to do your homework first. Deflectors
can be a very good modification on your Toyota 4Runner, especially if bugs, rain, and wind
frequently bug you out. This mod is usually bought for a couple of reasons. It reduces window
condensation during winter, prevents those nasty bugs from flying inside your ride, and they
also cut down the sun glare from the side windows. Installing modifications on your Toyota
4Runner will level up your ride tremendously. Whether it is a performance mod, a cosmetic
mod, or a functional mod, you can guarantee that modifications for your Toyota 4Runner can
reduce your worries and make your riding experience more fun, comfortable, and fulfilling. Save

my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have
JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are
enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your
browser. So how would an aftermarket exhaust system affect your Toyota 4Runner? About
Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write
about the cars he found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This should serve as the go-to list of
performance mods. These other mods will give you better horsepower, improve gas mileage,
and give your truck a meaner, deeper, more throaty growl. I came from Range Rovers with V8s. I
feel like the 4R is super under-powered and slow, but maybe that is because of the big tires and
whatnot. I live in Denver so going up to the mountains a lot, the truck seems to work really hard
up the hills. I am hitting rpm to a few minutes at a time getting up hills. Also, the truck is
recording just about 15mpg. Do you think this sounds right from a power standpoint? Other
than supercharging, which is out of my budget, is there anything to do to get more power? Our
Quick Response: In short, yeah the intake and exhaust for sure. Also, depending on Colorado
laws, adding headers or Y-pipe would make a difference. The headers are not street legal in
California but we are installing a set eventually. If you install them, you may have to remove for
smog which would be quite the hassle. Make sure your laws allow headers or you will have to
remove them every two years in order to pass smog. Maybe start running 91 fuel in your 4R on a
regular basis. You might notice a difference after a few tanks. I run 91 often for cleaner fuel and I
think I convinced myself it helps with power. To each their own on this one. Also, the throttle
controller is pretty cool. We just installed this on our 4R. I was pretty impressed with what the
Pedal Commander was able to do. You do not see any actual HP gains, but the features allow
you to adjust your throttle response which provides a new experience, its faux performance.
You feel like you are driving a different well-tuned vehicle. Also, you can get a MAF spacer or a
throttle body spacer, but these are hit and miss. You may not feel anything here but they claim
to help out. Most might think that you have less horsepower when you throw on bigger tires. Try
not to confuse larger tires with less horsepower. When you add larger tires on your 4Runner ,
you are not losing horsepower, you are adding extra rotating weight and a larger diameter tire.
The problem you are seeing is gearing Increase in added weight and a larger rotation , not an
actual loss of power. Regearing can be costly and time-consuming, this will likely be something
you would take to a shop. Being overloaded with weight will have an effect on your
performance. If a 98 civic body was mounted on top of our frame, we would be kicking ass. If
you are going on a camping trip and overloaded to the gills with equipment, things are going to
move a bit slower. But again, this has no effect on actual horsepower, your 4Runner is just
working harder to move all this extra weight. For guys with serious weight; bumpers, winch,
rack, storage, accessories, camping gear, and more, it is often a good idea to regear or
supercharge. Sometimes both, regearing and installing a supercharger is needed to get you
where you want to be. The Magnuson Supercharger is hands-down, the best performance mod.
Headers might come close at about 20hp but you will never experience the true potential
without the Magnuson Supercharger. Improving your cooling system will also play a key factor
when looking to increase performance. As you increase your horsepower to compensate for
issues such as bigger tires and overloaded weight, you will need to increase the performance of
your cooling system. Heat soak is another common issue that is usually overlooked. Some of
the trails we hit are done at very low speeds and combined with high power output â€” can
eventually cause your engine and transmission to overheat. CSF: 2 row 42mm. To top it off, CSF
increased the capacity of the transmission oil cooler at the bottom of the tank to assist in
maintaining transmission oil temperatures in an optimal range. This can be very crucial for
those who tow or travel with heavy loads. The cold air intake is a key element for increasing
airflow in your engine. We have covered this topic a few times throughout the blog. TRD Cold
Air Intake systems or any cold air intake for that matter, give your engine free-flowing, cold,
oxygen-rich air for optimal performance. This is also a heavily debated mod in many automotive
circles. Independent testing from TRD has shown that TRD air intake systems combined with an
exhaust and performance filters give your vehicle more horsepower, torque, acceleration, and
pulling power. Regardless of actual HP gains, you will feel and hear a difference. It might be a
slight difference but worth it in my opinion. This was actually the first mod that we threw on our
4R. This actually might have been the first step by step install on the website, the MagnaFlow
exhaust. You can also grab a Borla Exhaust, which is also a great option for a Catback exhaust.
Catback exhaust systems work by increasing the airflow capacity in order to produce more
power. Catback exhaust systems are more known for increasing the power in your lower RPM
range. Catback exhaust systems deliver a boost to our 4Runner in both torque and horsepower.
We still have not installed our headers, but we do have them sitting in the office. These are

well-known for the best Headers out there. If you are unsure about what headers are, go check
out that post. Headers work by eliminating the manifolds back-pressure. Instead of sharing a
common manifold, each cylinder gets its own exhaust pipe. This one is a toss-up and all
personal preference. I started running 91 octane in the 4Runner for about a month and dint
notice any improvement. Try it out for yourself and see what you think. No concrete evidence
here yet and you can probably skip over this one. It may help improve MPGs, though. When
testing the vehicle, 91 grade octane was used in order to determine the miles per gallon MPG
ratings for the vehicle. The higher grade the octane level, the better mpg the vehicle will get. In
certain areas of your throttle curve, the engine will create a different fuel to air ratio, thus
creating more horsepower. There are people out there that swear by this and people out there
who would laugh at you if you install one. The choice is up to you. We will eventually throw a
MAF spacer on just to see what everyone is talking about and if it is really worth it or not. With
the MAF spacer, you are expected to see better gas mileage and increased horsepower. If
anything, the Toyota ECU is incredibly smart and would just reset itself back to original
settings. It would basically adapt. This is a new one for the blog. We wrote a post on this
recently. This thing blew my mind. We saw this gadget about 6 months ago and breezed past it.
Then, we had a guy email us on the website in all CAPS up in joy, bragging about how epic this
product was. After reading the first two sentences of his email, I bought one. The PC38 is for the
4th Gen 4Runner. If you want to increase your MPGs, drop it down to Eco mode by holding the
yellow star. If you are feeling froggish, then leap to Sport-Mode this is seriously fun. It really is
like driving a Range Rover Sport not supercharged. You can mob through traffic and switch
lanes like a true boss. And yes, we did test-drive the Magnuson Supercharger when we were in
Ventura. The latest in new 4Runner parts, products and gear. You also get a leg up on vendor
specials, free gear, giveaway notifications, and more. Our newsletter is pretty much the best
thing you'll ever read! Has anyone looked into ECU tuning? I speak to the idea of 91octane fuel.
With 87 octane I had no chance; I was shifting down to third on a regular basis about a third of
the way up. This is with all factors being equal as much as possible with about 4 years of
commuting comparison used. Hello, first of all, I want to thank you for such in depth guide to
mods for the 4Runner. It is very helpful! I was deciding which one to get in my and I settle for
the Sprint booster as I was able to remove the pig tail and leave it at Sport 8. This gadget truly
made me fall in love with my 4Runner. Who is the retard that suggested to use premium gas,
especially in mountains where 85 can be used. Many retards for years have recommended
running higher octane fuel for a number of reasons. Mostly for MPG improvements. Yes I read
an article awhile back a guy was dyno testing a 5th gen 4 runner. He said it had massive amount
of retard in the timing with 87 octane, he then did 91 and the engine still had some retard in it.
This should be obvious on a fuel injected motor with Higher octane gives you a slower, more
even burn which is what you need in a high compression engine. In an engine with lower
compression, higher octane gas can actually rob you of power. Try it out for a while and see
what works best in your engine. And your comment is clearly a sign of your intelligence on the
topic. Thank you for those pearls of wisdom Don, please continue showing your support to the
community. MPG went from Nice low growl. Hi this is Felix, thank you for your Blog, very
informative. Thank you for your input. I have a 4R Limited and the performance is sluggish.
Thanks Phil. Hi Phil, im not sure about the gas mileage, maybe improvement of 1mpg. Power
wise ,feels more responsive and the motor does have much nicer sound. Mine is sluggish on
take off. Just ordered Doug Thorley shorty headers. Not sure if too much exhaust will just bog
my car down. I added one and it seems to increase HP. What chip are you using and are you still
seeing the performance improvements? Also any improvement in gas mileage? I have a Sr5
Premium Sport. Went from a sluggish tugboat to actually giving some real zip in the lower gears
and works well on the freeway as well. Or is it possible to stick with stock and if so is the wear
on the stock gear greater? I performed all the installations myself and all went perfectly. The
MBRP exhaust has a very deep and mellow sound, not much louder than stock at cruising
speeds, but has a very nice rumble when you open it up. Intake will be ordered in the next few
days. I had the Pedal Commander in hand before my purchase, so that was the first mod. Lee,
would love to see an overview on that for sure. If you want to submit a review after you drive it
for a bit, that would be awesome. Have you guys installed them yet? If so, have they thrown
codes? If yes, did you have to tune it? Concerning cat-back exhaust, I installed a Magnaflow
system on my Nissan Exterra with poor results. The exhaust drone at to rpm was irritating and
sounded awful. Sound at rpm and higher was great. Just wondering if a Magnaflow or Borla
system works better on the 4Runner. Works better would be relative. The MagnaFlow does
drone out but nothing that I have been unhappy with. I also have a Borla in my other 4Runner
and it does not drone at all. Daily driving, I love the MagnaFlow. Did you read our post on Borla,
MagnaFlow or Gibson? Also, aFe makes an exhaust system for the 5th gen now. You may want

to check that out. Josh, Crawford Performance has them. I have heard of larger gains with the
trucks. They do not recommend you use or install it with an aftermarket intake. It is meant to be
a substitute with the idea of flying under the radar and saving folks money. All of their verbiage
states that it is meant for a stock intake, stock tune. You can find the Eco-Blocks here. Hello, I
recently emailed Magnuson about their supercharger prior to purchasing one and asked them if
I should do any additional mods such as an aftermarket CAI and Cat-back exhaust. I even asked
them about installing a Pedal Commander. Do you have any thoughts or experiences on this?
Adam, we wrote a post on the SC a while back. Did you check that out? I ran the TRD
supercharger on my Tacoma. Also, headers, rear cat deleted y-pipe, and a catback exhaust. All
of these together made some serious gains. I have a Trail Premium. Also, it has a very loud
muscle car rumble inside the cab when I do hit this gas. Anyway, I was reading your list of
upgrades and the supercharger and pedal tuner intrigued me. A supercharger would turn your
4R into something special. If you can afford one, buy a supercharger. The Pedal Commander
will work on your limited and makes driving a little more interesting. Having the ability to adjust
your throttle response is pretty cool. The only reason to run higher octane fuel is if you increase
your compression ratio, high compression needs high octane, since these engines come low
compression stock you should just run Octane does not equal power, think of it more like a
viscosity rating in oil, which depends on operating temperatures and tolerances between parts.
If you run an incompatible viscosity or octane you can damage your engine. How to Increase
Performance on your 4Runner. Everything you can do to hike up those HP Gains! What to Cover
with 4Runner Performance Mods? Overloaded weight? Overloaded with weight? Magnuson
Supercharger The Magnuson Supercharger is hands-down, the best performance mod. Do your
self a favor and start with a cold intake for your first mod. Catback Exhaust This was actually
the first mod that we threw on our 4R. That would be a good place to start if you are looking for
differences on these exhaust systems. Doug Thorley Headers We still have not installed our
headers, but we do have them sitting in the office. Running 91 Octane Fuel This one is a toss-up
and all personal preference. Fuel is always a heavily debated topic. Do your research. Pedal
Commander Throttle Controller This is a new one for the blog. What did we miss? Questions or
Comments? Leave them below! Love the 4Runner Lifestyle? I like Toyota's, exploring remote
locations, taking photos, cooking, camping, wheeling, and a good bowl of ramen If you have
any questions or comments, please Notify of. Inline Feedbacks. August 26, pm. SD Smith. April
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